Kaposiform hemangioendothelioma is a rare, locally aggressive vascular neoplasm that mainly occurs during childhood. The tumor is often located on the skin but may be deeper. The development of KHE in adults is very rare, and its evolution towards KMP is exceptional. The KMP is defined as the combination of a deep thrombocytopenia and a vascular tumor, usually a KHE or a tufted angioma. It is a life-threatening pathology, because of the major risk of bleeding, and compression of vital structure. A multidisciplinary approach to treatment has to be employed.
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**I. Introduction:**

Kaposiform hemangioendothelioma (KHE) is a very rare vascular neoplasm. It occurs mostly in children and is rarely observed in adults. It is locally aggressive and is commonly associated with Kasabach-Merritt Phenomenon (KMP). (1,2)

Kasabach-Merritt Syndrome (KMS) is a rare and potentially lifethreatening phenomenon characterized by the association of a vascular tumor, either a kaposiform hemangioendothelioma or a tufted angioma, and thrombocytopenic coagulopathy occurring in an infant (3)

The diagnosis of KHE is made on the basis of clinical presentation and standard pathologic examination, including immunohistochemical studies and imaging.

Many treatment modalities are available for KHE, including surgery, radiation therapy, pharmacologic treatment, angiography and embolization.

We present a very rare case of a 87 year old man with KHE of the right leg complicated by KMP. We believe that it’s one of the first report of adult-onset KHE associated with KMP (4, 5)

**Case presentation:**

A 87-year-old man, with a past medical history consistent of hypertension, diabetes and transurethral resection of prostate, presented with a cutaneous lesion in his left leg due to a neglected trauma. The lesion was in the middle third of the anterior side of his right leg. It was painless, bleeding on contact and gradually increasing in size. Clinically, the tumor was ulcero-budding, blackish, firm and measuring about 8 cm x 10 cm. (fig1)

![Fig 1: anterior view of the tumor](image-url)
Standard X-ray of leg bones showed tibial infiltration. An angioTDM of the leg objectified a vascular tumor with cortical hyperostosis of the tibia. The platelet count achieved during this period was 273,000 platelets/mm³.

We performed a wide excision of the tumor with lateral margins of more than 1 cm and a deep margin carrying even the infiltrated part of the tibia.

Anatomopathological examination of the surgical piece has revealed KHE and confirmed that the lateral and deep limits were non pathological at about 1 cm.

Then we completed the surgery, by covering the loss of substance by two flaps and a skin graft. The patient was followed up for several months without recidivism, then he was lost.
One day he presented to the emergency department. It was noted the presence of multiple nodules developed in the previous surgical site. The tumor mass was painless, immobile and sizing 12x6x5cm. The overlying skin was deep red-purple and bleeding spontaneously with ecchymosis over and around the tumor.

Laboratory results demonstrated platelet count 24,000/mm3, normocytic normochromic anemia with hemoglobin 6.3 g/dl, hematocrit 26 %l. The coagulation tests were; prothrombin time of 12.9 s (11 to 13.5 s), plasma fibrinogen concentration of 2.70 g/l ((normal 1.50–3.87 g/L)), and moderate increase in D-dimer 1.2 μg/mL (<0.5 μg/mL).

Bleeding was not controlled despite compression dressing over the lesion and the transfusion of packed RBCs (04units) and platelet concentrates (10 units). Methylprednisolone was injected intravenously (5 mg/kg) but no further improvement in platelets or hemoglobin was observed.

The case has been discussed in a multidisciplinary setting including hematologist, plastic surgeon and anesthesiologist. In the absence of other alternatives, it was decided to perform a transfemoral amputation of the right leg. Platelet count rapidly had increased to 66,000/mm3 and hemoglobin had improved to 10.3 g/dl, no bleeding of incisional wound was observed. In the second post-operative day, his report showed platelet count of 115,000/mm3. His follow up was uneventful.
II. Discussion

Kaposiform hemangioendothelioma (KHE) is a rare borderline vascular tumor with locally aggressive behavior. It was first described in 1993 by Zukerberg, and al, it presents common features to both hemangiomas and Kaposi’s sarcoma (1, 2).

It usually occurs in newborns or infants less than 6 months (3) and rarely in adults. Fernandes and all, reviewed all the articles talking about HEK and KMP and published in Pub Med, from April 1993 to July 2007, he found that only 20 adults were recorded (2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13) Since then, some other cases, about twelve, have been described all over the world. (14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22)

The KHE has got two characteristic presentations: cutaneous and visceral. (2, 3, 8, 13, 15, 16, 22).

Cutaneous KHE adopts a characteristic violet color and typically grows in an aggressive infiltrative manner involving the underlying skin, most commonly as a superficial or deep soft tissue mass on the extremities (1, 23) and trunk. (1, 15, 20).

It is a badly limited lesion, indurated, often hot; it was the case of our patient. The visceral form is essentially retro-peritoneal (1) and can affect vital organs: intestine, liver (17), spleen (22), and also cervico-thoracic: tongue (14), mediastinum (24), thymus, lung...

Other localisations have been described, such as: bone, sinus (21), testiculs (19), and breast (18).

KHE is usually a solitary tumor (1), some cases of multifocal HEK have been recorded (24).

The cellular area of this tumor is mainly composed of infiltrating lobulated nodules with slitlike or crescentic vessels which are poorly canalized and lined by spindle shaped endothelial cells. The tumor partially contains glomeruloid structures and capillary hemangioendothelial-like structures with clear vascular cavities. Immunohistochemical staining for CD34 and CD31 are positive. (1, 13, 15, 22, 24, 25, 26).

In our case, the histological exam demonstrated the same things: spindle cells with irregular bundle pattern and slitlike vascular cavities. Immunohistochemical staining for CD34 was positive. The value of radiologic imaging, including computed tomography or ultrasonography, in patients with KHE is unclear because of a paucity of reports.

Doppler ultrasounds show the KHE as a badly limited mass with variable echogenicity, vascular density and sometimes presence of calcifications. Magnetic resonance imaging show the KHE as a badly limited lesion, indurated, often hot; it was the case of our patient. The visceral form is essentially retro-peritoneal (1) and can affect vital organs: intestine, liver (17), spleen (22), and also cervico-thoracic: tongue (14), mediastinum (24), thymus, lung...

Other localisations have been described, such as: bone, sinus (21), testiculs (19), and breast (18).

KHE is usually a solitary tumor (1), some cases of multifocal HEK have been recorded (24).

These results are quite similar to ours.

Widespread excision of KHE seemed to be its radical and definitive treatment according to the literature (2, 30), unfortunately, this was not our patient’s case. Despite the oncological excision, surgery could not prevent recurrence of the tumor and its progression to KMP.

The evolution of KHE is fast and does not tend to regress spontaneously, if not treated it could evolve to KASABACH–MERRIT Phenomenon (3).

Kasabach–Merritt syndrome (KMP) was first noted by Kasabach and Merritt in 1940 when they described a newborn male baby with a rapidly enlarging capillary hemangioma in association with increasing purpura of the skin and thrombocytopenia.

KMS is characterized by a rapidly enlarging vascular anomaly and consumptive coagulopathy with thrombocytopenia, a prolonged prothrombin time, a partial thromboplastin time, hypofibrinogenemia, and the presence of D-dimer and fibrin split products, with or without microangiopathic hemolytic anemia (3, 31).

The mechanism for consumption coagulopathy of KMP is thought to be platelet trapping by the tumor, it is due to the interaction between abnormally proliferating endothelium within the hemangioma and the platelets, which leads to the activation of platelets and a secondary activation of coagulation cascades and the consumption of various clotting factors (31).

In practice most KMP occurs before the age of 6 months, it is exceptional in adults.

The literature remains poor on this subject, only one case was found, it was published in 2008, it was the case of an 85-year-old woman presenting with an angioma of the liver (17). Of 20 adult patients studied by Fernandes, no one developed a PKM (2).

In a review of the literature conducted in 2016 by Vashi, on 20 articles about HEK in adults, from 2000 to 2014, no case of PKM was found (14).

The management of KMP must be multidisciplinary including surgeons, anestesiast, hematologist... and must have two goals: the control of coagulopathy and the eradication of the vascular tumor. (3)

The administration of fresh frozen plasma, packed RBCs and platelets concentrate is indicated in cases of hemorrhage or if a surgical procedure is considered (30).

Surgical excision of the tumor appears to be the most effective treatment of the KMP (1, 30, 31)

Tumor embolization, radiotherapy, laser, cryotherapy, high dose systemic corticosteroids, interferon alpha 2a or...
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2b, vincristine, antiplatelet agents, antifibrinolytics, and propanolol are all treatments that can be proposed in the PKM, indicated alone or associated, depending on the doctor’s habits and on the treatment availability. (32, 33, 34, 35)

More recent and promising treatment is sirolimus (36). Sirolimus has been described to decrease tumor burden and to cause cell apoptosis. Because of the imminently life-threatening tumor, we estimated that the time to respond to these medical therapies is considered too long and consequently they were not an option. In addition, the effectiveness of these treatments has been inconsistent and currently, there are no known treatment guidelines.

Transarterial embolization is an effective therapeutic option specially in case of unreseactable tumor due to its large size and infiltrating nature (31). Unfortunately, this option was not available in our hospital at the time of admission.

III. Conclusion

KMP is a very rare tumor in adults, only one case was found on literature. There are no guidelines of its treatment. However, surgery seems to be the most effective.
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